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Currently, almost unrestricted access to low-lying areas of airspace creates an opportunity to use unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), especially those capable of vertical take-off and landing (VTOL), in transport services. UAVs become increasingly popular for transporting postal items over small, medium, and large distances. It is forecasted that, in the near future, VTOL UAVs with a high take-off weight will also deliver goods to very distant and hard-to-reach locations. Therefore, UAV navigation plays a very important role in the process of carrying out transport services. At present, during the flight phase, drones make use of the integrated global navigation satellite system (GNSS) and the inertial navigation system (INS). However, the inaccuracy of GNSS + INS makes it unsuitable for landing and take-off, necessitating the guidance of a human UAV operator during those phases. Available navigation systems do not provide sufficiently high positioning accuracy for an UAV. For this reason, full automation of the landing approach is not possible. This paper puts forward a proposal to solve this problem. The authors show the structure of an autonomous system and a Doppler-based navigation procedure that allows for automatic landing approaches. An accuracy evaluation of the developed solution for VTOL is made on the basis of simulation studies.

1. Introduction

Military applications [1–3] were the beginning of the development of unmanned aircraft systems. The increase in their availability contributes to the widespread use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in civilian applications. In this case, monitoring large areas of land or sea is the main purpose. It concerns such areas of human activity as an agriculture [4, 5], energetics (i.e., photovoltaic plants [6–8] and high voltage lines [9]), environment protection [10], search and rescue [11], forestry and fire detection [12, 13], water area management [14, 15], and so on. An automation of monitoring procedures, low costs, and minimization of human resources in the UAV exploitation are conducive to the dynamic growth of their use in the civilian applications. The UAV monitoring is mainly based on optical sensors, whereas take-off and landing are usually done in the same place. Currently, almost unrestricted access to low-lying areas of airspace creates an opportunity to use UAVs in transport services. In this case, the place of the take-off and landing is far removed. This significantly hinders the implementation of navigation procedures, especially at the landing stage. In this article, we present a method of automatic landing approach that can be used especially in UAV transport services over long distances.

The advantage of this mode of transport is its independence of road infrastructure, traffic volume, and difficult terrain conditions. Hence, UAVs are increasingly used to transport long distances to small postal items and medicines in hard-to-reach areas. A practical example of such a solution, developed at the initiative of the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), is the use of UAVs to transport blood samples in Malawi (Africa) [16]. Nowadays, the transportation of blood at close distance between hospitals [17] or other packages [18] is already achieved. In the future, increasing the load capacity of UAVs will enable fast transport services in hard-to-reach environments such as islands, mountainous, desert, and polar areas (i.e., the Arctic and the Antarctic). In this case, vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) UAVs will play a special role, as they do not require landing strips, but only small landing pads. Hence, VTOLs may be used to land at
such locations as islands, oil platforms, vessels, or skyscraper roofs.

The basic method for navigating UAVs over long distances is based on the use of a global navigation satellite system (GNSS) supported by the UAV’s own inertial navigation system (INS) [19–22]. However, these systems cannot be directly used in the final stage of the flight, that is, during landing, due to the low positioning accuracy of moving objects inherent in such systems. A practical solution to this problem is to use optical cameras, which allow the operator to remotely control the landing process. However, this method requires the use of a broadband control channel and may only be used during daylight and in good visibility conditions. Under night conditions and in poor visibility, a thermal imaging camera [6, 23–25] or synthetic aperture radar (SAR) [26–28] may be used. Furthermore, long-distance wireless communications are characterized by significant delays and, in the case of the hard-to-reach areas, only satellite communications [29] can be used. In these cases, the navigation system requires a large and expensive extension, which prevents its commercial use. High costs and, above all, the necessity to change the destination location (landing area) for the transport also prevent the use of conventional landing navigation systems [20, 21, 30, 31] such as the instrument landing system (ILS), microwave landing system (MLS), or local area augmentation system (LAAS). In this case, the operational range for these systems is limited to the space around large airports.

The high precision required for determining the current position of the object and the required flexibility in terms of landing spots limit the ability to use UAVs for air transport. Therefore, the study of a precise and simple positioning method, which would give the user flexibility in terms of landing locations and conditions, is essential for development of this transport sector. This paper presents a proposal for a solution that uses spatially distinctive features of the Doppler effect. The presented navigation procedure is based on an analytical relationship that describes the Doppler frequency shift (DFS), as a function of the receiver position [32]. This formula is the basis of the signal processing method called the signal Doppler frequency (SDF) [33–35], which is used in the location systems of emission sources [36] and navigation of objects [37, 38]. Using this method enables complete automation of the UAV landing procedure and eliminates the need for a broadband remote control channel. Contemporary navigational systems often make use of pulse signals. Consequently, these systems require large spectrum resources. In contrast to these solutions, the developed system is based on narrowband signals (harmonics), which minimizes the spectrum cost. Simulation studies for VTOL are performed in order to determine the effectiveness of the developed procedure, that is, the accuracy with which the flight trajectory is determined. The obtained results show the position errors that may occur during the VTOL landing process and thus provide the opportunity to evaluate the practical implementation of the developed procedure.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents operation principles of the Doppler-based landing approach system for UAVs. The authors show a structure of this system and a navigation procedure for the landing phase. Simulation scenarios are described in Section 3. In simulation studies, the authors assume that the vehicle is VTOL-capable. In Section 4, obtained results are presented. Section 5 contains the summary of the paper.

2. Operation Principle of the Proposed Landing System

Assuming that the receiver (i.e., the UAV) moves at constant velocity, \( v \), the relationship between DFS, \( f_D \), and the signal source coordinates, \((x, y, z)\), is described by [32]

\[
f_D(x, y, z, t) = f_{\text{Dmax}} \frac{x - vt}{\sqrt{(x - vt)^2 + y^2 + z^2}}, \tag{1}
\]

where \( f_{\text{Dmax}} = f_0v/c \) is the maximum DFS, \( f_0 \) is the carrier frequency of the emitted signal, and \( c \) is the speed of light.

Based on (1), it follows that, for known \((x, y, z)\), direction, and values of \( v \), DFS measurement gives the possibility of determining the coordinates of two possible positions of the receiver. By using a system of two reference sources that are located at the distance \( r \), we eliminate the ambiguity of the result. Averaging the results obtained from several reference sources reduces the error of estimation for the position coordinates of the object. Thus, increasing the number of reference sources increases the accuracy of the positioning of the receiver. The structure of the narrowband automatic landing system based on the SDF method is shown in Figure 1.

The basic elements of the system are the narrowband navigation receiver (NR) and GNSS receiver integrated with INS, both of which are installed in the UAV, and four radio beacons (RBs) that serve as reference signal sources. Three of RBs emit harmonic signals at frequencies \( f_1 \), \( f_2 \), and \( f_3 \), respectively. The fourth RB emits a modulated signal that contains information about the location of each RB relative to the destination UAV landing site. In addition, the narrowband measurement receiver (MR) of this RB measures the current frequency of each RB. This information is also included with the modulating signal. This minimizes the impact of RB instability on the DFS determination accuracy [39]. The frame structure of the modulating signal is presented in Figure 2. Transmission of information contained in the modulation signal frame is based on differential binary phase shift keying (DPSK). Selecting this modulation type makes it easy to eliminate signal modulation. The operation of raising the DPSK signal to the second power provides for the reconstruction of the carrier wave whose frequency includes DFS [40].

As shown in Figures 1 and 4, the UAV navigation process consists of two essential stages: long-range navigation and landing. Long-range navigation uses integrated GNSS + INS, because at this flight stage, accurate positioning is not a critical issue. However, the landing stage requires high positioning accuracy. The standard GNSS receiver cannot achieve such accuracy, and thus navigation stage requires the use of dedicated solutions. A generalized algorithm of the precise UAV positioning at the landing stage is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 1: Structure of the automatic landing system.
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Figure 2: Frame structure of the modulating signal.
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Figure 3: Generalized algorithm of the precise UAV positioning at the landing stage.
Strictly determined DFSs, which occur for a close proximity to particular RBs, are the criterion for the transition of the UAV navigation system to the landing stage (point L, see Figures 1 or 4). At a relatively large distance from the landing site, the azimuth angle, \( \phi \), has a dominant impact on \( f_D \). In this case, it is

\[
\theta \equiv \phi, \quad \text{so} \quad f_D \equiv f_{D\text{max}} \cos \phi,
\]

where \( \theta \) is the angle between the velocity vector of the receiver (i.e., UAV) and the direction to the signal source (i.e., RB).

Hence, changes of DFSs on the \( LP \) (see Figures 1 or 4) line segment are the basis for correcting the UAV flight direction at a fixed altitude. Length of this segment is \( d \). Because UAV is moving in the direction of signal sources, the criterion of this correction is a simultaneous maximization of DFSs for the all RBs’ signals. In close proximity, the elevation angle begins to play a significant impact. If the smallest DFSs decrease to a certain criteria value, for example, \( 0.8 f_{D\text{max}} \), then UAV changes the flight direction by \( \theta \) and begins to approach toward the nearest RB. During movement, the RBs’ coordinates are determined in NR with respect to the system whose \( O \) (see Figures 1 or 4) is the origin and the \( x \)-axis coincides with the direction of the new trajectory. The formulas that describe the RBs’ coordinates are defined using the SDF method [33]:

\[
\bar{x}_k = \frac{t_t A_k(t_2) - t_1 A_k(t_1)}{t_2 A_k(t_2) - t_1 A_k(t_1)}, \quad \forall k=1,...,K
\]

\[
\bar{y}_k^2 + \bar{z}_k^2 = \left[ \frac{(t_2 - t_1) A_k(t_2) A_k(t_1)}{A_k(t_2) - A_k(t_1)} \right]^2, \quad \forall k=1,...,K.
\]
where \((\bar{x}_k, \bar{y}_k, \bar{z}_k)\) is the estimated coordinates of the kth RB, 
\[ A_k(t) = \sqrt{1 - F_k^2(t)} |F_k(t)|, \]
\[ \bar{f}_{dk}(t) = [c\bar{f}(t)]/|v_f(t)|, \]
\( f_{dk}(t) \) is DFS for the kth RB estimated by NR at t time moment, 
\( f_k(t) \) is the carrier frequency of the kth RB signal measured by MR and obtained from the last received data frame, and \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) are two different time moments of the DFS measurement.

The navigational coordinates of UAV are determined by transforming the RBs’ coordinates and the coordinates obtained by the system based on the UAV’s flight trajectory

\[
\bar{x}_{\text{UAV}} = x_k + (\bar{x}_k \cos \bar{\alpha} + \bar{y}_k \sin \bar{\alpha}) \cos \bar{\beta} + \bar{z}_k \sin \bar{\beta}, \quad \forall k=1,...,K
\]

\[
\bar{y}_{\text{UAV}} = y_k - \bar{x}_k \sin \bar{\alpha} + \bar{y}_k \cos \bar{\alpha}, \quad \forall k=1,...,K
\]

\[
\bar{z}_{\text{UAV}} = z_k - (\bar{x}_k \cos \bar{\alpha} + \bar{y}_k \sin \bar{\alpha}) \sin \bar{\beta} + \bar{z}_k \cos \bar{\beta}, \quad \forall k=1,...,K,
\]

where \((\bar{x}_k, \bar{y}_k, \bar{z}_k)\) are the real coordinates of the kth RB included in each data frame and \(\bar{\alpha}\) and \(\bar{\beta}\) are the estimated directions of the UAV flight in the azimuth \((OXY)\) and elevation \((OZX)\) planes determined relative to the destination landing site (see Figure 4) by using (3); that is,

\[
\bar{\alpha} = \tan \left( \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \frac{\bar{y}_k + y_k}{\bar{x}_k + x_k} \right)
\]

\[
\bar{\beta} = \tan \left( \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \frac{\bar{z}_k + z_k}{\bar{x}_k + x_k} \right).
\]

In [33, 35, 37], analysis of the SDF method shows that the trajectory location relative to the signal source has a significant influence on the accuracy of the positioning the object. The smallest positioning error occurs when \(\alpha\) tends to 90°, that is, when DFS converges to zero. Therefore, to minimize the navigation error, the weighted average coordinates relative to the individual RBs are used to estimate the UAV coordinates [37]

\[
(\bar{x}_{\text{UAV}}, \bar{y}_{\text{UAV}}, \bar{z}_{\text{UAV}}) = \left( \frac{1}{W} \sum_{k=1}^{K} w_k \bar{x}_{\text{UAV}}, \frac{1}{W} \sum_{k=1}^{K} w_k \bar{y}_{\text{UAV}}, \frac{1}{W} \sum_{k=1}^{K} w_k \bar{z}_{\text{UAV}} \right),
\]

where \(w_k = 1 - |F_k(t)|\) and \(W = \sum_{k=1}^{K} w_k\).

RB system simplicity gives us the ability to position the navigation system in any field conditions. Additionally, the minimization of spectral resources is a significant advantage of the presented method compared to the existing solutions.

3. Scenarios of Simulation Studies

The effectiveness of the developed navigation procedure determines the accuracy of determining the current UAV coordinates. In this paper, an assessment of the procedure accuracy is made on the basis of simulation tests, of which scenarios concern the VTOL navigation. In our studies, the following assumptions and input data are accepted:

(i) landing point is the origin of the coordinate system;
(ii) base of the navigation system is four RBs whose positions describe the coordinates, \((x_k, y_k, z_k)\), where \(k = 1, 2, \ldots, K\) \((K = 4)\); the RBs’ coordinates and frequencies, \(f_k\), of the emitted signals are presented in Table 1;
(iii) the Kth RBs emit the modulated DPSK signal, which contains information about the position coordinates and the current frequencies of the individual RBs;
(iv) bandwidth of the DPSK signal is \(B_f = 80 \text{ kHz}\);
(v) operating frequency of NR is \(f_R = 2.4 \text{ GHz}\) and the reception bandwidth is about \(B_R = 500 \text{ kHz}\);
(vi) instantaneous DFS is determined every 0.5 s on the basis of the spectral analysis duration of 1.0 s; basic frequency of the spectral analysis is 0.1 Hz;
(vii) to analyze the Doppler curves, the time windows \(T_1 = 5\) s and \(T_2 = 10\) s are used;
(viii) in electromagnetic environment, additive noise is occurred, and the level of the emitted signals at the most distant point of the trajectory provides SNR = 8 dB;
(ix) VTOL speed is \(v = 72 \text{ km/h} = 20 \text{ m/s}\) and the flight altitude is \(h_L = 50\) m.

The research focuses on the impact assessment of various factors, such as the VTOL trajectory position and the flight direction relative to the RBs. In the first stage of simulation studies, two scenarios, Sc. 1 and Sc. 2, are examined (\(\alpha = 0\)). Figure 4 shows their geometry in the elevation \((a\ and\ b,\ resp.,\ for\ Sc.\ 1\ and\ Sc.\ 2)\) and azimuth plane \((c)\). The second stage of the research is also based on Sc. 1 and Sc. 2. In this case, the study focuses on the impact assessment of the arrival direction in the azimuth plane, \(\alpha\).

We assumed that the UAV is flying using the long-range navigation \((\text{GNSS} + \text{INS})\) method at an average altitude of \(h_L\). At the point \(L\), the aircraft navigation system switches to the landing phase, that is, it begins to use the navigation procedure described in Section 2. In Sc. 1, VTOL flies at a constant altitude to the point \(P\) located above the landing site. The destination landing point \(O\) is reached by reducing the altitude in the vertical direction. In the case of Sc. 2, the flight on the line segment \(LP\) is performed at the angle \(\beta\), assuming that, at the point \(P\), UAV is at the altitude \(h_P\). This angle is determined by

\[
\beta = \tan \left( \frac{h_L - h_P}{d} \right),
\]

where \(d\) is the length of \(LP\) graphical projected on the azimuth plane \((OXY)\). In simulation studies, we assume that \(d = 400\) m and \(h_P = 30\) m.

The VTOL approach direction with respect to the position of RBs has also a significant influence on the navigation
Table 1: Location coordinates of RBs and frequencies of signals emitted by them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kth RB</th>
<th>$x_k$ (m)</th>
<th>$y_k$ (m)</th>
<th>$z_k = h_T$ (m)</th>
<th>$f_k$ (kHz)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2,399,800</td>
<td>Harmonic signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2,399,850</td>
<td>Harmonic signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>−20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2,399,900</td>
<td>Harmonic signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>−20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2,400,100</td>
<td>DPSK; RB + MR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

accuracy. The results of these studies show the required location of RBs relative to the expected direction of VTOL approach. In simulation studies, Sc. 1 and Sc. 2 are also used to evaluate the impact of the VTOL approach direction on the navigation error.

4. Results

The simulation studies involve the implementation of procedures such as the generation of RBs’ harmonic signals, generation of environmental noise, and determination of the VTOL coordinates based on the estimated DFSs. Each generated harmonic signal contains DFS that results from the VTOL position relative to corresponding RB. This DFS is determined on the basis of (1). The generated environmental noise is a normal band signal, whose dynamics relative to the harmonic signal dynamics provides SNR = 8 dB at the range of the navigation system. The VTOL positioning procedure is performed as described in Section 2.

To evaluate the positioning error, $\Delta R$, also called the navigation error, the following metric is used:

$$\Delta R = \sqrt{(\tilde{x}_{UAV} - x_{UAV})^2 + (\tilde{y}_{UAV} - y_{UAV})^2 + (\tilde{z}_{UAV} - z_{UAV})^2},$$  

(8)

where $(\tilde{x}_{UAV}, \tilde{y}_{UAV}, \tilde{z}_{UAV})$ and $(x_{UAV}, y_{UAV}, z_{UAV})$ are the estimated and real coordinates of UAV, respectively.

The assessment of the impact of the landing trajectory position with respect to RBs is performed for $\alpha = 0^\circ$ and two analyzed temporal windows. Figures 5 and 6 present the navigation error versus the distance to the target landing site for $T_1$ and $T_2$, respectively.

As you can see, the average navigation errors, $\overline{\Delta R}$ on line section $d = 400$ m for Sc. 1, are more than 1.3 and 1.6 times smaller compared to Sc. 2 for $T_1$ and $T_2$, respectively. At the target landing point, these errors reach $T_1$: Sc. 1: $\overline{\Delta R} = 0.08$ m and Sc. 2: $\overline{\Delta R} = 0.33$ m; on the other hand $T_2$: Sc. 1: $\overline{\Delta R} = 0.18$ m and Sc. 2: $\overline{\Delta R} = 0.46$ m. For Sc. 2, the navigation error has a large deviation (spread), $\sigma_\Delta$, which is 12 m, and for Sc. 1, this error deviation does not exceed 5 m.

The direction of the VTOL landing approach relative to the RBs’ locations has also a significant impact on $\Delta R$. Based on Sc. 1 for $T_1$, simulation studies that show a variability in navigation accuracy as a function of distance from the landing site are performed. The results of these tests, that is, $\Delta R$ versus the distance from the landing point, are shown in Figure 7 for selected values $\alpha = 0^\circ$, $\alpha = 20^\circ$, and $\alpha = 40^\circ$.

It can be seen that the proper VTOL approach direction with respect to the landing site minimizes navigation accuracy. The results of these studies show the required location of RBs relative to the expected direction of VTOL approach. In simulation studies, Sc. 1 and Sc. 2 are also used to evaluate the impact of the VTOL approach direction on the navigation error.

4. Results

The simulation studies involve the implementation of procedures such as the generation of RBs’ harmonic signals, generation of environmental noise, and determination of the VTOL coordinates based on the estimated DFSs. Each generated harmonic signal contains DFS that results from the VTOL position relative to corresponding RB. This DFS is determined on the basis of (1). The generated environmental noise is a normal band signal, whose dynamics relative to the harmonic signal dynamics provides SNR = 8 dB at the range of the navigation system. The VTOL positioning procedure is performed as described in Section 2.

To evaluate the positioning error, $\Delta R$, also called the navigation error, the following metric is used:

$$\Delta R = \sqrt{(\tilde{x}_{UAV} - x_{UAV})^2 + (\tilde{y}_{UAV} - y_{UAV})^2 + (\tilde{z}_{UAV} - z_{UAV})^2},$$  

(8)

where $(\tilde{x}_{UAV}, \tilde{y}_{UAV}, \tilde{z}_{UAV})$ and $(x_{UAV}, y_{UAV}, z_{UAV})$ are the estimated and real coordinates of UAV, respectively.

The assessment of the impact of the landing trajectory position with respect to RBs is performed for $\alpha = 0^\circ$ and two analyzed temporal windows. Figures 5 and 6 present the navigation error versus the distance to the target landing site for $T_1$ and $T_2$, respectively.

As you can see, the average navigation errors, $\overline{\Delta R}$ on line section $d = 400$ m for Sc. 1, are more than 1.3 and 1.6 times smaller compared to Sc. 2 for $T_1$ and $T_2$, respectively. At the target landing point, these errors reach $T_1$: Sc. 1: $\overline{\Delta R} = 0.08$ m and Sc. 2: $\overline{\Delta R} = 0.33$ m; on the other hand $T_2$: Sc. 1: $\overline{\Delta R} = 0.18$ m and Sc. 2: $\overline{\Delta R} = 0.46$ m. For Sc. 2, the navigation error has a large deviation (spread), $\sigma_\Delta$, which is 12 m, and for Sc. 1, this error deviation does not exceed 5 m.

The direction of the VTOL landing approach relative to the RBs’ locations has also a significant impact on $\Delta R$. Based on Sc. 1 for $T_1$, simulation studies that show a variability in navigation accuracy as a function of distance from the landing site are performed. The results of these tests, that is, $\Delta R$ versus the distance from the landing point, are shown in Figure 7 for selected values $\alpha = 0^\circ$, $\alpha = 20^\circ$, and $\alpha = 40^\circ$.

It can be seen that the proper VTOL approach direction with respect to the landing site minimizes navigation accuracy. The results of these studies show the required location of RBs relative to the expected direction of VTOL approach. In simulation studies, Sc. 1 and Sc. 2 are also used to evaluate the impact of the VTOL approach direction on the navigation error.
errors. This fact results from the comparison of mean errors, which are 7.10 m, 2.66 m, and 3.10 m, respectively, for $\alpha = \{0^\circ, 20^\circ, 40^\circ\}$.

However, the navigation error that occurs at the destination landing point is most significant. Hence, the influence assessment of the approach direction in the azimuth plane on the final error of the VTOL positioning is made on the basis of simulation research. For Sc. 1 and Sc. 2, the obtained results are presented in Figures 8 and 9, respectively.

For Sc. 1, the obtained results show that the average errors of the final position for all directions are smaller than 0.5 m for $T_1$ and $T_2$. In the case of Sc. 2, these errors are 0.52 m and 0.63 m for $T_1$ and $T_2$, respectively. In Figure 8, we see that there are four crucial sectors of the VTOL arrival for which $\Delta R$ can reach up to 0.90 m and 1.3 m for $T_1$ and $T_2$, respectively. These cases occur when the approach direction overlap with the directions set by pairs of RBs. In the case of Sc. 2 for $T_2$, we can see that a distribution of the final errors has a more uniform character. This is also evidenced by the error deviations, which for Sc. 1 are larger (0.22 m) than for Sc. 2 (0.08 m). For $T_1$, the error deviations are similar, that is, 0.14 m and 0.16 m for Sc. 1 and Sc. 2, respectively.

The results of the simulation tests show the high positioning accuracy of the aircraft in the landing phase. This indicates the reasonability of the practical implementation of the developed procedure. Based on the results, it can be concluded that the smaller navigation errors were obtained for Sc. 1 and the longer analysis time, that is, for $T_1$. However, given the nature of the VTOL flight, the smaller time window may be more practical. In this case, the location of the flight trajectory shown in Sc. 2 may be better, due to the independence of the navigation error from the direction of landing approach.

5. Conclusions

This paper provides the navigation procedure that enables the automatic landing approach of VTOL. The developed procedure is based on the Doppler effect and can be made using a simple short-range navigation system that is mounted anywhere at the target UAV landing. Around this place, RBs are deployed, which transmit the harmonic signals and the narrowband signal containing the information about them positions. In addition, the transmission of frequency corrections ensures that the influence of frequency instability of signal sources is minimized. This navigation system can work completely independently of GNSS and requires small spectrum resources.

In the paper, the authors evaluated the impact of the UAV trajectory, the direction of landing approach relative to RBs, and the temporal window of the signal analysis on the accuracy of the developed procedure. This assessment was made on the basis of simulation studies. The results show the high precision of the VTOL positioning. Proper selection of parameters shows that the navigation error near the destination landing point is less than 1 m. The executed research has shown that the developed procedure can contribute to the full automation of the UAV landing process, which may be important for their use in transport.
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